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Abstract
The development of SAE Level 3+ vehicles [24] poses new challenges not only for the functional
development, but also for design and development processes. Such systems consist of a growing
number of interconnected functional, as well as hardware and software components, making safety
design increasingly difficult. In order to cope with emergent behavior at the vehicle level, thorough
systems engineering becomes a key requirement, which enables traceability between different design
viewpoints. Ensuring traceability is a key factor towards an efficient validation and verification of
such systems. Formal models can in turn assist in keeping track of how the different viewpoints
relate to each other and how the interplay of components affects the overall system behavior. Based
on experience from the project Controlling Concurrent Change, this paper presents an approach
towards model-based integration and verification of a cause effect chain for a component-based
vehicle automation system. It reasons on a cross-layer model of the resulting system, which covers
necessary aspects of a design in individual architectural views, e.g. safety and timing. In the
synthesis stage of integration, our approach is capable of inserting enforcement mechanisms into
the design to ensure adherence to the model. We present a use case description for an environment
perception system, starting with a functional architecture, which is the basis for componentization
of the cause effect chain. By tying the vehicle architecture to the cross-layer integration model, we
are able to map the reasoning done during verification to vehicle behavior.
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1

Introduction

In recent years, huge progress has been generated toward the commercialization of automated
vehicles systems. The focus of the industry has shifted from advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS), corresponding to SAE level 1 and 2 [24] to automated vehicle systems of SAE
Levels 3+. However, while impressive results are achieved regarding environment perception
algorithms, also due to the introduction of machine learning technology, verification and
validation of Level 3+ systems becomes increasingly difficult. This is especially true, if it must
be considered that software intense systems will most likely require frequent after-market
updates for deploying bugfixes, and/or updates of the vehicle’s functionality.
Challenges for safety verification are on the other hand caused by increased complexity
of the perception systems required to generate a representation of the vehicle’s environment
which is sufficiently detailed to make decisions in complex traffic scenes (cf. [13]). On the
other hand, replacing the driver is equivalent to replacing vast parts of the safety system of
SAE Level 1 and 2 systems. Established safety design processes must thus be rethought and
extended in order to suit the newly arising challenges when removing the driver from the
control loop. Safety strategies which only assure that the driver can control system failures
by being able to physically overrule system commands to the drive train or steering system
do not apply anymore.
For the automotive industry, the safety standard ISO 26262 [10] provides guidelines
for designing functionally safe systems. This subsumes hazards caused by malfunctioning
behavior of E/E components and ensures the correct implementation of functional (safety)
requirements. One frequently formulated drawback of the ISO regarding the applicability to
Level3+ systems is that it does not consider nominal behavior of the overall E/E system
(cf. [19, 4, 13, 8]) and thus does not provide guidelines on how to define the functional
requirements for the system. However, this formulation of safe nominal behavior (or external
behavior as defined in [20], according to [3]) and the boundaries of safe nominal behavior is
crucial when it comes to ensuring safety of driverless vehicles, as the system must not pose a
threat to its passengers and/or other traffic participants. For this publication, we adopt the
terminology as defined by Waymo in their 2017 safety report [32], referring to the process of
defining safe nominal behavior as behavioral safety (cf. [4]). The upcoming ISO PAS 21448
“Road Vehicles – Safety of the Intended Functionality” is partially addressing this problem,
however the scope of the current draft standard is intentionally limited to SAE Level 1 and
2 systems [12], while the defined concepts might also apply to levels of higher automation.
While there is a number of recent publications on how to extend the concept phase
of ISO 26262 toward the definition of safe behavior [19, 4, 8], e.g. based on a scenariodriven concept phase, we would like to elaborate on the consequences of behavioral safety
considerations from a systems engineering point of view. As we have argued in [4], the design
of safe automated vehicle should follow a safety by design paradigm as a cross-domain effort
over different disciplines. For this purpose we have proposed an architecture framework in
accordance with ISO 42010 [11], featuring safety as a cross-cutting viewpoint and formulating
a functional, a capability, software and hardware viewpoint and attributing behavioral safety
to the former two and functional safety to the latter two viewpoints. Correspondences and
correspondence rules, as defined in ISO 42010, are represented in example mappings between
components in the respective viewpoints. While we formulate the need for formal methods to
represent and instantiate the different viewpoints in the architecture framework, the actual
instantiation was not part of the initial contribution.
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Behavioral and functional safety of vehicle automation systems is one of the grand
challenges for future automotive systems. Reducing the necessary testing efforts to ship
updates for vehicular systems, especially of models that are already in production and in
the field is the second grand challenge. The later is particularly interesting to reduce costs.
In this paper, we want to show that concepts for safety related systems engineering ([4])
can be combined with automated integration mechanims and tools as investigated in the
project Controlling Concurrent Change (CCC)1 . As a result of such a design and integration
flow, we envision systems where software updates and upgrades can be easily deployed at a
minimum of cost for integration testing and safety validation through testing.
We illustrate this idea based on an update scenario for the automation system of a
research vehicle. Therefore, we first introduce the architecture framework we use to asses
behavioral safety in section 2. We maintain traceability from the functional viewpoint up
until integration in this architecture (cf. Figure 2), by using Traceability in this architecture
is maintained in two ways: For behavioral safety the process is still manual, first ideas to
further automate this are also presented in section 2. The example showcase is then presented
in section 3, while section 4 then presents the key ideas how we automate the integration
and verification based on the presented architecture framework. This section also includes a
description of the resulting cross-layer system model. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Behavioral Safety in Systems Engineering

As stated in Section 1, the concept of behavioral safety is a potential missing link to extend
the concept phase of established ISO-26262-compliant processes toward the application for
SAE Level 3+ vehicle automation systems. In this section, we summarize the architecture
framework described in [4] and discuss the implications of behavioral safety on traceability
requirements for system properties in the design phase and at runtime.
Considering behavioral safety as an integral part of the safety concept creates the problem
of defining appropriate behavior in different scenarios [4]. An example scenario is displayed
in Figure 1 with the vehicle approaching a pedestrian crosswalk.

Car 1

Ego

Van

Pedestrian 1

Pedestrian 2

Figure 1 Example scenario: Automated vehicle approaching a pedestrian crosswalk occluded by
a parked vehicle with oncoming traffic and pedestrians who are likely to cross.

At the scenario level, abstract safety goals can be formulated, e.g. by stating that
the automated vehicle must not enter oncoming traffic. A process of how these abstract
safety goals can be decomposed into (functional) safety requirements and actual technical
requirements has been formulated in [4]. A short summary of the described process following
an (iterative) Item Definition can be stated as follows:
1

https://ccc-project.org
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1. Conduct Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment by possible accidents in the defined
scenarios.
2. Define safety goals.
3. Define a risk minimal state for the scenario at hand.
4. Define functional safety concept (safety requirements and hazard mitigation strategies)
for fulfilling the safety goals.
5. Combine with functional architecture and required system capabilities derived during the
item definition to derive technical requirements.
However, the consequences of formulating behavioral safety requirements for systems
development reaches further than defining requirements at the beginning of the development
and validation and test before market release in a classic V-Model-like development process.
In addition, the adherence to safety requirements must be monitored at runtime. This is
required to initiate emergency strategies for reaching a risk minimal state in case safety
requirements are violated.
For monitoring system behavior at runtime, we have proposed the application of ability
and skill graphs [21] and their integration into a development process [20]. They represent
functional dependencies in the system, formulating the required capabilities to fulfill the
vehicle’s mission. They explicitly model external system behavior as well as dependencies for
performance assessment at a functional level, and provide guidance for the decomposition of
functional requirements into technical requirements.
A core question which needs to be addressed in this context is, how the technical
implementation, which is subject to functional safety requirements can cause hazards at
the behavioral level. This is where traceability aspects come into play: Assuming that
a functional system architecture and a capability representation are available after the
concept phase of the development process, technical architectures in terms of hardware
and software architectures are developed during system implementation. As defined in the
ISO 42010, a sound architecture framework requires the formulation of correspondences and
correspondence rules between different architectural views. In our formulated architecture
framework (cf. Figure 2), this means that we need mapping relations between functional,
capability, hardware and software components (depicted in Figure 2 as red arrows).
However, while informal formulations of those correspondences can assist during system
development, informal notations are not suitable to support system monitoring at runtime.
For this purpose a formal system model is required which can relate formalized requirements
to the current system configuration, e.g. including component mappings or interface and
task dependencies.
To demonstrate this, we performed a manual ability and skill graph based assesment for
an automated driving function of a research vehicle, and used its results as the input for
a model-based integration flow. The vehicle and the automation function is explained in
the following section. How this function is integrated into a vehicle system in a correct-byconstruction fashion is subsequently explained in section 4, which will explain our cross-layer
model instantiating the multi-view architecture.

3

Concurrent Change Use-Case

The CCC approach combines a conventional lab-based design of individual functions with an
automated integration process which ensures that updates are applied to an already deployed
system only if the system can still adhere to the required safety and security constraints.
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Figure 2 Architecture framework presented in [4]: Showing safety as a cross-cutting viewpoint
orthogonal to the functional, capability, hardware and software viewpoint. Note that depicted
architectures are examples, such as a component architecture in the software viewpoint. Red arrows
depict example mapping relations (correspondences) between components in different viewpoints.

This becomes particularly challenging as the target platform is shared by multiple
functions with different criticality. All side effects must therefore be anticipated and either be
bounded or mitigated in order to ensure safe operation of critical functions at all times. For
this purpose, all requirements and constraints must be explicitly specified in the input models.
Another challenge consists in finding (and specifying) appropriate abstractions that guide
the decisions which must be made during such a model-based integration process, as these
are usually based on experience and expert knowledge, which is only implicitly available.
We demonstrate the applicability of the approach on an environment perception and
motion planing showcase that we will introduce in the following:

3.1

Research Vehicle MOBILE

For showing the applicability of the approaches developed in the CCC project in an automotive
context, the research vehicle MOBILE [5] built at the Institute of Control Engineering at
TU Braunschweig serves as a demonstrator platform.
MOBILE was originally built as a demonstrator for the development of vehicle dynamics
control algorithms and vehicle systems engineering applications. It features of four closeto-wheel electric drives (4 × 100 kW), as well as individually steerable wheels, and electromechanic brakes [5]. The vehicle features a FlexRay backbone for inter-ECU-communication
and additional CAN bus interfaces, which are used for communication with sensors and
actuators for vehicle control. The ECUs for vehicle control are programmed in a customized
MATLAB/Simulink tool chain. Combined with detailed vehicle-dynamics models, the tool
chain serves as a means to establish a rapid-prototyping process for vehicle control algorithms.
The basic idea in the project scope is to demonstrate how the CCC architecture can
contribute to a state-of-the-art environment perception system in an automated vehicle. For
this purpose, the research vehicle MOBILE has been equipped with three roof-mounted
LiDAR sensors (cf. Figure 4a), as well as a highly accurate localization platform. Additional
hardware platforms were installed in the vehicle to run environment perception and motion
planning algorithms in the CCC middleware. The ECUs and sensors of the CCC subsystem
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are interconnected by Ethernet and connected to the legacy vehicle control through a CAN
interface. In addition, the algorithms can be run on a legacy platform as it is used in the
Stadtpilot [33] project for comparison.

3.2

Environment Perception & Trajectory Planning System

The sensors provide a 360° representation of the vehicles’ environment and enable it to
navigate its path around obstacles in its vicinity. For the CCC project, we have ported
selected algorithms from the Stadtpilot project, focusing on the representation of the static
vehicle environment. For this purpose, incoming sensor raw data from the LiDAR sensors is
combined into a point cloud. Each measurement contains position and reflectivity information.
Thus, apart from the information about obstacle positions, reflectivity information can be
used to create a monochrome image, making it possible to e.g. detect lane markings in the
LiDAR data.
In several steps, measurements are annotated with measurement classes (e.g. ground
measurements, valid measurements on actual objects, clutter, etc.). The resulting annotated
point cloud is then fed into an occupancy grid [6] (cf. Figure 3a), which accumulates
measurements over time. The grid framework is based on a multi-layer approach to represent
environment features in distinct layers. Examples of three layers are depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3a shows an example of occupancy information in terms of free (green), occupied
(red) and unkown (dark blue) space. In addition, the mentioned reflectance information
(Figure 3b) for ground-labeled points is represented in a separate layer. For a more detailed
description of the processing chain, please refer to [14], [23]. At the end of the sensor-data

(a) Occupancy grid: discretized (b) Reflectance grid: reflectance (c) Fused grid layer: each color
map displaying free (green) and values allow detecting lane mark- indicates a different represented
occupied areas (red) around the ings (white) [23].
feature [23].
vehicle.

Figure 3 Three layers of the grid framework to represent environment features on an intersection.

processing chain for the static environment, the different layers are fused into a consistent
representation of the static vehicle environment.
The grid representation is always kept in a local coordinate frame, which moves with
the vehicle. The vehicle’s position is acquired from an accurate tightly-coupled GNSS/INS
platform (global position is obtained via GPS and fused with accelerations & angular rates).
(A) fused local occupancy grid(s) provide the basis to perform trajectory planning for
automated driving. For this purpose, the system generates a target pose in a reachable
area of the vehicle’s environment and the trajectory is planned from the current position
to the target pose in the vehicle coordinate frame. Trajectory planning is performed in a
model-based fashion, using front- and rear-axle steering. The underlying trajectory control
algorithms use the available actuators (4× steering, 4× brakes & drives) to control the vehicle
to the planned trajectory. For details on and architectural considerations for trajectory
planning, refer to [19]. Aspects of the applied control algorithms are presented in [30].
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By representing the available actuators, trajectory planning considers the vehicle’s current
abilities. By monitoring e.g. sensor quality, actuator performance and control quality, the
system will be able to react to failures in the system. A simple example here is the presence
of a steering actuator failure, which can be compensated at the control level, as well as by
adapting the trajectory planning algorithm. Monitoring of non-functional properties, such as
timing is performed directly in the middleware.
FlexRay
CAN
Ethernet

GPS

V2X

Lidar

(a) Roof-mounted lidar sensors.

Vehicle
Control

Localization

Env.
Perception

Vehicle
ECU 1

Vehicle
ECU 2

Vehicle
ECU n

Vehicle
Sensor 1

Vehicle
Actuator 1

Vehicle
Sensor n

Vehicle
Actuator n

(Smart) Actuators
(Smart) Sensors
Control Units / PCs

(b) Hardware architecture used in MOBILE.

Figure 4 Research vehicle MOBILE.

The algorithms required to demonstrate the use case will run in a distributed system, as
shown in Figure 4b. The platform can be separated into two parts: While the lower part of
the displayed ECUs is responsible for controlling the individual actuators of the vehicle, the
upper part performs environment perception and trajectory planning tasks. As the CCC
middleware only runs in the context of the environment perception system, the system model
must support transitions between legacy-parts of the system, running without the project
middleware and those parts, which are fully controllable by the Multi Change Controller
(cf. section 4).
A coarse grained functional architecture of the use-case is depicted in Figure 5.
Sensor Data
Aquisition

Sensor Data
Preprocessing

Static
Environment
Modelling

Target
Pose
Generation

Trajectory
Generation

Vehicle
Control

Figure 5 Coarse functional system architecture.

4

CCC’s integration and verification system

For the model-based integration approach pursued here, the system is composed of two
segregated domains: the model domain and the execution domain.
Figure 6 shows the conceptual setup of the system. A Multi-Change Controller (MCC)
(red) hosts the model domain, consisting of the cross-layer model, as well as configuration
generation and verification. We aim for component-based models – including software as
well as hardware components – as they reduce dependencies in the architecture to the
explicitly modeled interfaces. The components are generic building blocks of the system
that is composed of these components such that they implement the desired functionality
and fit to the particular target platform. Each change to the system must be coherently
representable in this system-wide model for analyzing any potential cross-layer dependencies,
as well as for other analyses to ensure freedom from interference for the individual functions
that a set of (software) components create.
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deployment

Software
Component

...

Software
Component

Application Shaper/Monitor
Multi-Change
Controller
(MCC)

configuration

Run-Time Environment
(including OS)

metrics

Platform Shaper/Monitor
Hardware
Component

...

Hardware
Component

Network

model domain
at down time

execution domain
at run time

Figure 6 CCC architecture comprising a model domain (red), an execution domain (green) as
well as changing software/hardware components (gray).

Similar to the conventional V-model development process, the MCC gradually refines
the model representation of the new system configuration during the integration process.
This is done based on a cross-layer model that captures relevant viewpoints of the system.
The process generates new configurations and subsequently checks them for requirements
satisfaction. If a new configuration satisfies all requirements and is rated as an improvement
to the current one, it can be deployed into the execution domain.
Verification is separated due to the fact that not all requirements can be systematically
considered during configuration generation. E.g. software response times are hard to optimize
if arbitrary activation patterns are assumed. Consequently, an autonomous configuration
and verification goes beyond a multi-dimensional optimization of requirement satisfaction.
Our execution domain, is based on the open-source Genode OS Framework [7]. This
framework follows the microkernel approach and employs a strict decomposition of the
system on the application level, resulting in a service-oriented architecture in which separate
components implement and provide services for other components. While decomposition can
already deal with liveliness issues [1] that arise in mixed-critical systems, dependencies on
the execution time or response time of other components remain. Note that, however, the
methods developed in the model domain are not restricted to these semantics but can be
adapted to different implementation models.

4.1

The MCC’s cross-layer model

The core concept of the MCC’s model domain is that a) the system is represented on different
layers of abstraction, and b) that models describing different viewpoints of the architecture
are connected through mappings. Consequently, the described mappings between model
artifacts are the implementation of corespondences from the abstract architecture framework.
To perform the integration task in the MCC we define three architecture layers, where
each layer is treated as a graph. The top layer is a function model, that captures functional
aspects implementation independent.
I Definition 1. A function model is a graph FG = (F, ,→) where the nodes in F describe
the functions, and ,→ is the set of edges that describe functional interactions.
For instance the function chain depicted in Figure 5 fulfills this definition.
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A further necessity of such a layer lies in the fact that safety requirements are derived from
implementation independent functional descriptions of a system [10, Part1] (cf. section 2).
In order to implement functions, they are decomposed into components. Since during
implementation, mappings of software components to hardware components might already be
fixed, e.g. because code of one software component requires certain peripherals of a hardware
component, they are already part of the component model. In our employed Run Time
Environment (RTE), data exchange from one component to one or more others is performed
through read-only memory (ROM) components. ROMs implement synchronous bulk transfer
of data based on remote procedure calls (RPCs) [7]. If a reader on a remote resource requires
contents of a ROM, proxy ROM components on both ends of the communication are inserted
that provide the required data on the remote side via a network connection. Formally
we define:
w

r

m

→∪−
→ ∪ −→) where
I Definition 2. A component model is a graph CG = (C ∪CRoms ∪Rabs , −
the nodes are the unified set consisting of C that describes the set of software components
implementing functions, CRoms the set of ROM components, and Rabs the set of abstract
r
w
resources of the system. The edges either describe a read (−
→) or write (−
→) operation
m
between software components and ROMs, or a mapping (−→) of a software component to a
resource (Rabs ).
In the course of generating configuration candidates the MCC applies pattern based
transformations on FG to produce a component model instance CG. For the example use-case
the function chain from Figure 5 is mapped to components in Figure 7 (second layer from the
top). The transformation is based on selecting components that implement a function from
a component repository. The repository is populated through formal xml-based descriptions
of components. A more detailed account of this transformation is provided in [28].
In a subsequent step, the MCC’s configuration generation refines the component model
to an instance model, which only contains instantiated components. This process also
allows refining components c ∈ C into sub-components, which again can be linked by ROM
components. The semantics of the resulting instance model are similar to CG, however it
only contains the minimal number of component instantiations under cardinality constraints,
i.e. the maximum number of instantiations of a component on a particular CPU. This also
results in a mapping of components to particular hardware components, i.e. from abstract
resources to individual CPUs. The instance model of the use-case is depicted as the third
layer from the top in Figure 7. Yet note, that some components are shown as composites
(light blue) due to space limitations.
The knowledge of the concrete instance model together with the knowledge about the
communication mechanisms allows the MCC to derive and map additional layers that
model certain aspects of the system in order to represent particular viewpoints such as
safety, availability or security. The requirements for these viewpoints – e.g. a safety-level
requirement or a real-time constraint – are collected for each component in a so-called
contracting language, which serves as an input to the MCC. Viewpoint-specific analyses are
implemented as separate entities in the MCC, e.g. in order to resolve run-time dependencies
between software components as presented in [27].

4.2

Analysis and Verification by the MCC

For this paper we restrict the scope to outlining how timing and safety requirements are
verified by the MCC. W.r.t. safety we further limit ourselves to freedom from timing
interference. For the external behavior of the vehicle, timing properties are crucial when it
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comes to vehicle control. As unaccounted delays can cause degraded control performance
or even instable controllers, the adherence to timing constraints in the timing domain must
be ensured.
In order to reason about end-to-end function timing, a model describing the timing
behaviour is necessary. The transformation of the component-based software structure of the
Genode OS Framework together with the RPC semantic used by the ROM components to a
timing model is described in detail in [26]. The transformation result explicitly expresses
effects such as blocking and priority inheritance, while preserving the event chains. [26] also
describes how response-time bounds can be computed over a chain of components. Possible
alternatives to compute response-time bounds is e.g. MAST [2].
However, if hardware resources are shared with components from other cause effect chains,
possibly even components with a different criticality than the chain under analysis, only
verifying response-time bounds is insufficient. In the use-case depicted in Figure 7 this is
the case for the shared vehicle network. Following a conservative design strategy, a designer
would have to assume that by sharing the resource the components are mutually dependent
and that any dependency leads to interference, i.e. failures causing malfunctioning behavior.
Consequently, absence or strict bounds on the dependencies have to be proven in order to
argue freedom from interference.
A timing model for the Ethernet network can be derived from the knowledge of: (i) how
traffic is routed through the network, (ii) which components inject Ethernet frames into the
network at which rate, and (iii) what the maximum payload per frame is.
How traffic is routed is known, as this is under control of the MCC which also deploys
the network configuration. Similarly, the components which inject frames are already known
in the component model. The rate at which they emit a frame i into the network can
be abstracted by standard event models, δi+ , δi− . These are event model abstractions of
concrete execution traces that capture the maximum/minimum time interval between n
consecutive activation events. δi+ and δi− for a frame i can be derived from the results of
the timing analysis of the component chains on the computation resources with the analysis
described in [26]. Only the maximum payload per frame must be extracted from contracting
information, which must be fed into the MCC. Based on this information a timing model
for the Ethernet network as e.g. described in [31] can be derived. It is formally based on
Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA) [22]. In this model each task τi represents a
frame that is competing for arbitration on a switch port, i.e. the switch ports are the resources.
The payload of each frame is captured by bounds on its worst-case execution time (WCET)
Ci+ /best-case execution time (BCET) Ci− on the wire including all protocol overhead. Chains
of dependent tasks on different resources, i.e. Ethernet switch ports, then model a data
stream. This model provides the basis to derive the timing-dependency graph (TDG) for the
network and the components injecting the traffic as e.g. described by [15].
I Definition 3. A Timing Dependence Graph is a graph G = (V, E) consisting of nodes
vi , vj ∈ V and edges e k ∈ E where each edge e k = (vi , vj ) describes that vj is dependent
−
+
on vi . Each node vi either describes a task parameter p ∈ P = {C + , C − , δin
, δin
} or an
−
+
− +
+
−
(intermediate) timing analysis result r ∈ R = {w , w , δout , δout , R , R , qmax }.
To transform the timing model’s parameter and results into a TDG, two conversion
functions are necessary to populate the edge set of the TDG G.
I Definition 4. The parameter conversion function is a function
−
+
ϑp : T × {C + , C − , δin
, δin
} 7→ V

(1)
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that maps each input parameter type p ∈ P for a task τi ∈ T to a node v = ϑp (τi , p) with
v ∈ V in the TDG, and the result conversion function:
−
+
ϑr : T × {w + , w − , δout
, δout
, R+ , R− , qmax } 7→ V

(2)

that maps each result type r ∈ R of a task τi ∈ T to a node v = ϑr (τi , r) with v ∈ V in
the TDG.
This conversion function is analysis-specific, i.e. how CPA’s busy-window (w + /w − ) and
−
+
output event models (δout
/δout
) are computed. In general, a TDG is constructed in four
steps: First, for each task in the task graph, the timing dependency graph is populated
with the nodes describing its parameters. In the second step, all explicit dependencies
between tasks on different resources are added as edges in the graph. This happens for two
tasks τa and τb by inserting two edges e k = (vi , vj ) and e l = (vm , vn ) into the dependency
graph in order to capture the dependency between their output and input event model
−
−
−
−
+
+
(δa,out
/δa,out
and δb,in
/δb,in
). More precisely, vi = ϑr (τa , δout
) and vj = ϑp (τb , δin
) as well as
+
+
vm = ϑr (τa , δout
) and vn = ϑp (τb , δin
). The third step then deals with the dependencies on
each resource. It adds dependency edges according to the construction of the busy window
(w + /w − ), and the computation of response times (R+ /R− ). This implies that, for each
scheduler, a specific transformation is necessary. Consequently, the third step must be carried
out for each resource individually, respecting its scheduling analysis. Dependent tasks on
a resource can either be treated as in step two following the generalized CPA theory, or
be treated through the local resource analysis step, as e.g. done in [25] who considers task
chains under static-priority preemptive (SPP) scheduling. The fourth step then deals with
capturing the dependencies that influence the computation of the output event model, based
on the resource-analysis results and the applied propagation strategy to bound them. W.l.g.
we assume busy-window propagation as described by Theorems 1–3 in [29].
Dependencies are consequently expressed as edges between timing model parameters in
the TDG. The TDG allows identifying timing dependencies that data which is transmitted
over the network experiences.
Since the functional model FG has a correspondence rule with the safety viewpoint (cf.
Figure 2), we can trace safety requirements from there over FG to individual task chains
and thus to the timing model and the TDG. [16] treats safety requirements on timing
requirements as so called confidence requirements. The confidence requirement expresses
how well all timing parameters to compute a timing bound must be known, in order to
utilize the computed bound as proof that the timing requirement and consequently the safety
requirement is fulfilled.
The input description of components on the other hand supplies information how accurate
timing parameters like WCET/BCET, e.g. payload sizes, are known. By propagating
confidence values through the TDG of the system in a flow like manner where the lowest
possible confidence is assigned to a TDG node, also every timing requirement in the TDG
receives a confidence value. In cases where a mismatch between the assigned confidence
and the confidence requirement exists, the MCC either must reject such a configuration or
instantiate enforcement mechanisms to guarantee the expected model behaviour at run-time.

4.3

Monitoring and Enforcement

If the timely transmission of this data is safety relevant and dependent on parameters
with lower confidence than its requirement, the MCC must take actions to bound these
dependencies.
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Several authors, e.g. [17, 9, 18] have proposed monitoring and enforcement techniques to
conform run-time inputs to model behavior. These techniques can also be used to shape the
injected traffic into the network. The MCC can deploy such mechanisms into the execution
domain (cf. Figure 6). They render a dependency innocuous since they increase the confidence
into a parameter to the confidence of the enforcement mechanism, which is typically high or
the highest in the system. This is due to the fact that the monitors are reliable middleware
components. In order to prevent overly excessive monitoring and enforcement the MCC
coordinates the model enforcement strategy. Two possible strategies for efficient placement of
monitors that perform enforcement are described by [16], a greedy input monitor placement
and a min-cut strategy. For the MCC the greedy input placement is more suitable as it
avoids complex network management where monitors would have to be implemented in the
switches of the Ethernet network.
Through this enforcement, the network is guaranteed to operate within the bounds of
the timing analysis. A reevaluation of the confidence values after placing enforcing monitors
shows that confidence requirements are now fulfilled. Together with the timing analysis
this is a sufficient proof of freedom from timing interference ([10, clause 3.75,part1]). In the
case study depicted in Figure 7 the MCC performs this for the data that is transferred over
the shared Ethernet network, i.e. between the Sensor Data Preprocessing and the Static
Environment Modelling components, as well as for the reference trajectory sent to the vehicle
control component which interfaces with the legacy control subsystem of the vehicle.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a design and integration flow that respects safety aspects
of SAE level 3+ vehicle functions. We argued that the system emergent property of safety
requires traceability in a design. To ensure this traceability during integration, we presented
the MCC based integration flow in section 4, where traceability is inherent due to the
automated model-based integration flow. This is mainly achievable due to the cross-layer
model as an implementation of multiviewpoint modelling and the dependency analysis that
is performed based on the cross-layer model. In section 4 we have particularly shown how
this is handled for complex timing dependencies. However, the derivation and formulation
of functional safety requirements for the MCC are still manual. It is our vision, to further
automize the coupling between behavioral and functional safety (cf. Figure 2), i.e. integrating
this aspecet in future versions of the MCC, as it is currently a manual process.
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